
Early Morning BatPost
Before I get into the meat of my post, I would like to
apologize  to  my  new  theatre  chum  whose  name  I  could  not
remember until tonight. All I have to do is recall the name of
a  state  capitol  that  shares  its  name  with  an  omelet…
hopefully,  it  does  not  come  to  that.  I  am  terrible.

Anywho, The Dark Knight is an interesting problem. There are
pros  and  cons  to  the  latest  caped  crusader  adventure.  As
anyone who has access to any type of media knows, this is
Heath Ledger’s swan song. His Joker is the highlight of the
movie. Everything about him just reeks of sadistic villainy.
Just looking at him is enough to send chills up and down one’s
spine. But more than that, his entire characterization was
evil to the core. I am sure that there will be parallels drawn
to the performance (there already have been) and his untimely
demise;  yet,  he  was  utterly  phenomenal  and  should  be
remembered  for  it.

I found one aspect to be both a plus and a negative. I
actually liked some of the depth of the key players. However,
there was a bit (or A LOT) more than we needed. It seems that
we knew the life story of EVERY character who has a name and
this made the movie drag at times. Anyone who is remotely
familiar with Batman knows that he fights to clean up the
corruption within Gotham City… However, it seemed you could
only count on one officer to be totally uncorruptable. I will
say that it is a case of too much of a good thing. That being
said, I believe that Mr. Nolan has gotten the characters and
the overall atmosphere right in this film as well as Batman
Begins (there are no nipples in the batsuit, and Bruce Wayne
IS a playboy millionaire… although it is probably billionaire
by now… and who is not above falling asleep in his own board
meetings after an evening of “fun”).

So, while it was lengthy and had lots of down time between
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action pieces I did consider it worthwhile to be among the
first to see The Dark Knight. The major action scenes were fun
to watch and as I keep commenting, Heath Ledger was phenomenal
as the CLown Prince of Crime. The hype about that is totally
true. Plus, it was awesome just to be among friends old and
new (if I can just remember names). Also, I was the only
person brave enough to bring my bucket for BYOB night at the
movies. We did arrive before midnight after all � .

I almost forgot to mention my favorite bit. DA Harvey Dent’s
line:

You either die a hero or you live long enough to see yourself
become the villain.

Prophetic sentiment.


